Estimation of tendon-plane orientation within human masseter muscle from reconstructed magnetic resonance images.
The human masseter is a powerful multipennate jaw elevator with complex internal architecture. The three-dimensional disposition of tendon planes within the muscle is thought to be an important determinant of function. We selected five adult subjects and used cephalometric radiography, magnetic resonance imaging and graphical, three-dimensional reconstruction to describe the organization of these planes within the muscle. Putative tendon planes were fitted to the surfaces of the three-dimensional reconstructions, and these were related to the mid-sagittal plane in the coronal and transverse views. To confirm whether putative planes disclosed by magnetic resonance represented true anatomical entities, a fresh human cadaver head was imaged and the magnetic resonance slices were compared with cryosections obtained in the same planes. Tendon-plane angulation appeared to be related to ramal length and lower face height measured cephalometrically. In the transverse view, the tendon planes appeared roughly to follow the angulations of the zygomatic arch and the lateral face of the mandibular ramus. These findings suggest that the angulation of tendon planes, and possibly pennation angles, are different depending on the viewing angle. Rather than reporting pennation angle as a single angle, alpha, which has been the convention, it may be more appropriate to express it as a three-dimensional angle relative to the normal of a particular tendon plane. The inference is that muscle fibres inserting on either side of a central tendon may need to develop different tensile forces if translation is to occur directly along the tendon axis.